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**Sustainability Minor**

**Fall 2018**

**Core Courses**

IDS 206  Foundations of Sustainability  Caroline Schaumann

**Electives**

ANT 207/ IDS207/AFS270  Foundation Development Studies  Kristin Phillips (SocSci)

ANT 385  Culture/Power & Infrastructure  Shreyas Sreenath (SocSci)

ECON 366W/ AFS 366W  Development Issues for Africa  Gordon Streeb (SocSci)

ENVS 227  Environmental Policy  Tracy Yandle (SocSci)

ENVS 250  Fundamentals of Cartography and GIS  Michael Page

IDS 200W  Interdisciplinary Foundations  Peter Wakefield (SocSci)

IDS 385/ANT 386/ITAL376  Sustainable Food Fair  Simona Muratore (SocSci)


SOC 266  Global Change (SocSci)